1. 18" PE MANWAY, THREADED & VENTED
2. 3" PVC U-VENT ASS'Y W/BH FTG & EPDM GASKET (VENT)
3. 3" PVC TANK SUPPORTED EXTERNAL FILL PIPE W/2" FNPT PVC BHF W/EPDM GASKET & PPL VALVE (MNPT X QUICK COUPLER) & CAP
4. 2" PVC DOUB FLG BOLTED FTG W/EPDM GASKETS, PE ENCAP SS BOLTS, PE TRANSITION FTG W/EPDM GASKETS, SS BOLTS, PVC SLIP-FIT SIPHON TUBE, FLG ADAPTOR, EPDM GASKET & ANSI FLG BALL VALVE W/MALE QUICK COUPLER & CAP (DRAIN)
5. WRAP, PROTECTIVE PKG FOR SHIPMENT (NOT SHOWN)

PRIMARY HDLPE 1.5 S.G. NATURAL COLOR
SECONDARY HDLPE 1.5 S.G. NATURAL COLOR
THREE (3) YEAR WARRANTY
MANUF ASTM D1998-06

2000 GALLON TANK SHOWN
OPTIONS:
A. 2500 GALLON 102" DIA X 122" HIGH
B. 3000 GALLON 102" DIA X 142" HIGH

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
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